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Condition Culture was founded in 2010 to revolutionize hair products by forecasting 

upcoming trends and technologies in beauty and accessories, delivering unique and

cutting edge items to market. The company started with the launch of Featherlocks® 

which took the hair and beauty world by storm, with the extensions appearing on A-

listers, in top fashion magazines, and on television shows worldwide. Condition Culture 

continues to sell Featherlocks® and to inspire people globally by innovating and

developing the highest quality products that enhance confidence and freedom of 

expression for all. 

About Condition Culture



Development

COLORSMASH was developed by Condition Culture in 2011 when the ombre hair color trend 

originally became popular in Hollywood with celebrities and fashionistas alike. We wanted to 

make color accessible for anyone and started the development of a temporary application of 

color. After months of trial and research we realized we were too inexperienced to develop an 

aerosol and went back to the drawing board on how to apply color. We started using loose 

powder pigments to temporarily color the hair, and decided to press it into a shadow form to 

reduce the mess. Thus COLORSMASH Hair Shadow was born. The hair-chalking trend took the 

world by storm as the product was mimicked by every other major hair products brand. 

Condition Culture continued the development of the original idea of creating an innovative 

color spray. They partnered with the experts at KIK Custom Products to further pioneer the 

possibilities with color innovation in aerosols. After two years of development, the companies 

were confident COLORSMASH Color Kissed Hairspray was unique. This strategic partnership 

brings manufacturing expertise and scale in wet products and aerosols for the further 

development of more innovative products that will rock the beauty industry!



COLORSMASH Color Kissed Hairspray is a temporary color spray which delivers 

color uniformly to hair using a specially formulated and nutrient enriched dye. 

Translucent color envelops the hair but does not penetrate the cuticle, giving 

the look and feel of permanent vibrant color without the commitment or 

damage, while nutrients leave hair shiny and healthy. 

COLORSMASH Color Kissed Hairspray washes out easily and can be removed in 

several washes.

The Signature Fragrance

Fresh and floral, COLORSMASH’s signature scent, Pantere Seksi, is a modern 

cocktail for the senses; it opens with a bright citrus top note of Sicilian Bergamot, 

smashed with confident floral notes of Peonies and Orchids, and finishes with 

distinctive delicate notes of Sandalwood and Musk.

What is COLORSMASH?



ADD COLORS

COLORSMASH

Currently in 3 colors

PINK VIOLETINDIGO



Color does not transfer once dry

Works on all hair colors

Washes out easily

No Iron Oxides or PPD

Looks like real Color



BUZZ





Best Demo Practices

• Be sure to cover clothing while applying color

• Hair must be completely dry.

• Hold can 20cm – 25cm from hair and spray in short

bursts to lightly apply color.

• Allow product to completely dry before brushing, a

blow dryer may be used to expedite drying time.

• For a more vibrant color repeat the above steps

until desired pigment is achieved, letting hair dry

completely before brushing in between

applications.

Please note that it takes approximately 10-15 minutes 

of repeating these steps to achieve a vibrant color on 

dark brown hair. This is nothing when you consider 

achieving this look would require bleaching and dying 

your hair in addition to hours and $$ spent at a salon, 

not to mention permanent damage to the hair.  



FAQs

Where is it made?
Proudly USA made.

How do I apply the color spray? 
Be sure to cover clothing while applying the color. Hold the can 8-10” away from the hair and apply in short quick 
bursts over the desired area. For greater intensity, apply more in layers. Be sure to allow each application to dry 
before touching, brushing or applying additional color. You may use a hair dryer to speed the drying time. 

If it is not permanent but not temporary, then how long does it last? 
That really depends on the color and porosity of your hair. 
Chemically treated blonde hair color will always last a few shampoos longer. If you have over processed hair, color 
will last numerous shampoos, fading beautifully. On dark or natural hair that has not been processed or dyed the 
color will wash out in one shampoo.

Can you see COLORSMASH Color Kissed Hairspray on dark hair? 
The color resembles what an actual hair color application would. If your hair has existing pigment, natural or treated, 
this will show through the translucent color application and affect the resulting vibrancy. However, the COLORSMASH 
Color Kissed Hairspray will show vibrantly in sunlight as the light shines on the hairspray. 



Can the spray be used on children?
COLORSMASH is safe for use on children. Children under 16 need adult supervision when applying. 

How many uses can you get out of one can? 
This will be dependent on hair length and intensity desired. We suggest one can for an all over color on long hair. 

Will it leave my hair feeling dry? 
COLORSMASH Color Kissed Hairspray is infused with a nutrient rich formula that actually repairs damaged hair. The 
hairspray is both a workable formula allowing you to use and then brush through once the formula is dry or a finishing 
spray that leaves a shiny medium hold. 

Will it come off on my clothing or my pillow when I sleep? 
Once it’s dry, COLORSMASH Color Kissed Hairspray won’t transfer to sheets or clothing. If your hair gets wet again, 
color transfer is possible. Be advised, that some people could experience color transfer with excessive sweat. 

Can I actually style my hair after I have sprayed the color in? 
Yes, feel free to use during styling and again to finish.

How can I make the color last longer? 
Continue to use day after day to build a stronger color. Applying heat after color application will seal the color in for a 
longer use.



If I get my hair wet, will the color come off? 
Yes, color will come out if you get it wet. 

What kind of brush is best to use?
Any boar bristle brush is best to separate each strand easily after applying color and allowing to dry.

Why it is different from other color sprays on the market?
• Contains Quinoa Extract - soothing, anti-oxidant with repairing properties. Quinoa contains high amounts of Amino 
Acids which restore hydration to the hair cuticle. Quinoa is especially beneficial for people with extremely dry hair
• Contains Grape Seed Extract - anti-oxidants that are 20 times more effective than Vitamin C. Great for anti-aging
• Contains Sunflower Seed Extract which protects hair from the sun’s UV rays. Reduces color fading and improves 
moisture retention
• Contains Avocado Extract with Vitamins A, D, E, B6, Copper, Iron, Magnesium, Folic and Amino Acids 
• Contains Pot Marigold Flower Extract known for its conditioning properties
• Infused with Aloe and Oolong Tea Extract
• Paraben free
• Gluten free
• Iron Oxide free
• PPD free



What is Iron Oxide?
Iron oxides are chemical compounds composed of iron and oxygen. Common rust is a 
form of iron(III) oxide. Iron oxides are widely used as inexpensive, durable pigments in 
paints, coatings and colored concretes. COLORSMASH does not contains Iron Oxides. 

What is PPD?

PPD (Phenylenediamine) is a chemical widely used in most hair dyes, even those that 
claim to be natural. It’s a popular ingredient because it helps new color to look natural, 
and to withstand numerous washings without fading. Manufacturers like it because it has 
a low relative toxicity level, high temperature stability, and chemical and electrical 
resistance. In other words, it helps the new color stay on your hair despite numerous 
washings, dryings, and stylings. The main concern with this ingredient is that it is an 
allergen, and can create difficult skin reactions on the scalp, ears, or neck—wherever the 
hair dye comes into contact with your skin. COLORSMASH does not contain PPD. 



More to come on this soon… stay tuned 




